Welcome to the tabletop version of *Two Worlds*. This book will allow you to share adventures in the world of Antaloor with your friends. In this style of gaming, one character serves as the storyteller or game master while everyone else in the group are players. The game master creates a general plot, usually resembling a mission or quest, while each player creates a character and navigates the adventure created by the game master.

If you have never played a tabletop role-playing game, you can find out more information at this URL: [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Role-playing_game](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Role-playing_game)

**What you need**

To play this game you’ll need paper and pencil as well as some role-playing dice (shown below): a d20, d8, d6 and a d4. You can purchase role-playing dice at a local (or online) hobby game store. Also, you can download a helpful character sheet at: [http://www.rpgobjects.com/2w.php](http://www.rpgobjects.com/2w.php)
Creating a character in a role-playing game is often a time-consuming task. If you put some thought into it though, your experience playing the game will be more rewarding. Take time and think about what you like to do when you play, and then follow the steps below to bring your character to life.

**Character Creation Checklist**

1. **Choose a Class**: Your character’s area of expertise will determine what sorts of adventures he’s suited for. The system presented here uses character classes to make this process easier. The three classes are Mage, Thief and Warrior. Think about your playing style: do you prefer to kick the door in and start hacking with a big axe, throw a deadly spell, or slip in and cut your enemy’s throats? If you’re playing in a group, as opposed to a one-on-one game, you also need to check with the other players, since a well balanced party will be much more powerful than a group consisting of nothing but warriors.

2. **Assign Ability Scores**: Once you’ve chosen your class, you need to assign ability scores that suit the needs of that class. Warriors need high Strength and Vitality, Mages need Willpower and Intelligence, and Thieves need Dexterity and Charisma.

3. **Choose a Race**: Now it’s time to pick your character’s race. He can be human or one of many non-human races. Your character’s race will often affect his ability scores, so look over the races carefully while keeping in mind the choices you’ve already made.

4. **Choose Skills**: Now pick your skills. These will further help define how your character makes his way in the game world. A warrior with Perception, Set Traps and Sneaking is going to play very different
from a warrior with Athletics, Intimidate and Ride. So again, think over the types of adventures you like to play in, the style of campaign the game master likes to run, and the needs of the group if you’re playing in a party.

5. **Choose feats:** Feats are very important and will determine your character’s areas of expertise. Is he a master of summoning creatures or a deadly archer? Feats will further define your character.

6. **Purchase equipment:** Last step! Now it’s time to go shopping and buy your starting equipment. Since you’re a poor adventurer, you won’t have much to spend so don’t worry. Still, you should keep in mind all the decisions you’ve made earlier. A character with the Sneaking skill and the Death Strike feat isn’t going to scare anyone if he doesn’t have a knife to stab fools in the back with.
YOUR CHARACTER CLASS determines what your adventurer can do and how well. Some characters will want to get in close with the enemy and use a powerful melee weapon, others will use stealth and guile, and other characters will use powerful spells to overcome their opponents. The three character classes presented below allow you to specialize in these three areas: the thief is a specialist in stealth, the mage is a specialist in magic, and the warrior is a specialist in combat.

**The Mage**

**Hit Die:** d4.
**Base Attack Bonus:** The mage has the worst base attack.
**Base Save Bonuses:** Two bad saves and one good save.
**Skills:** Choose any three skills.
**Bonus Feats:** The mage gets one feat at 1st level, and additional feats at the levels indicated on the class progression table below.
**Mana Points:** The mage gains mana points to use for spell casting.

**The Thief**

**Hit Die:** d6.
**Base Attack Bonus:** The Thief has an average base attack.
**Base Save Bonuses:** Two good saves and one bad save.
**Skills:** Choose any five skills.
**Bonus Feats:** The thief gets one feat at 1st level, and additional feats at the levels indicated on the class progression table below.

**The Warrior**

**Hit Die:** d10.
**Base Attack Bonus:** The warrior has the best base attack.
**Base Save Bonuses:** Two poor saves and one bad save.
**Skills:** Choose any three skills.
**Bonus Feats:** The warrior gets one feat at 1st level, and additional feats at the levels indicated on the class progression table below.
## Classes

### Class Progression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Base Attack Bonus</th>
<th>Base Save Bonus</th>
<th>Bonus Feats</th>
<th>Mana Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Warrior</td>
<td>Thief</td>
<td>Mage</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>+0</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>+4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>+4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>+6</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>+5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>+7</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>+5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>+6</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>+9</td>
<td>+6</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>+7</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>+7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th</td>
<td>+11</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>+7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th</td>
<td>+12</td>
<td>+9</td>
<td>+6</td>
<td>+8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th</td>
<td>+13</td>
<td>+9</td>
<td>+6</td>
<td>+8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14th</td>
<td>+14</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>+7</td>
<td>+9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th</td>
<td>+15</td>
<td>+11</td>
<td>+7</td>
<td>+9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th</td>
<td>+16</td>
<td>+12</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th</td>
<td>+17</td>
<td>+12</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18th</td>
<td>+18</td>
<td>+13</td>
<td>+9</td>
<td>+11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19th</td>
<td>+19</td>
<td>+14</td>
<td>+9</td>
<td>+11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20th</td>
<td>+20</td>
<td>+15</td>
<td>+10</td>
<td>+12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Multi-class Characters

As your character rises in level, you are not confined to a single character class. When you gain a level, you may either enter a new character class or advance the one you have already chosen. As a general rule, a multi-class character's traits are the sum of his various classes, modified as follows:

**Level:** A multi-class character’s level is the total of all his class levels. So a character that is a 4th-level Warrior and a 5th-level Thief is 9th-level.

**Base Attack Bonus:** Add together the base attack bonuses of all the character’s classes.

**Saving Throws:** Add together the character’s saving throws from all of his classes.

**Skills:** A character only receives 4 ranks in a skill once, for his first class. When a character gains a level and chooses to gain a different class, the character gains one rank in each of the skills he chooses for that class. For example a Warrior gains 4 ranks in three skills at 1st level. If he decided to take a level of Thief at 2nd level, he would gain 1 rank in each of the five skills he chose for the thief class.

**Feats:** If the class is due a feat (as shown on the class tables above) then the character gains a feat when taking the class. For example a 4th-level Warrior, upon gaining a level, could either advance his Warrior class and gain no feat (since Warriors don’t receive a feat at 5th level) or take his 1st Thief level and gain a feat (since all classes receive a bonus feat at 1st level).
STRENGTH: Strength determines your character’s raw power and modifies the following actions: melee attacks and damage, any check to lift or break an object and Athletics skill checks.

DEXTERITY: Dexterity determines your character’s speed, agility and coordination and modifies the following actions: ranged attacks, Initiative and Reflex saving throws, as well as many skills.

VITALITY: Vitality determines your character’s overall health and modifies Hit Points and Fortitude saving throws.

INTELLIGENCE: Intelligence determines your character’s general intellect and education level and modifies Mana Points and the number of skills the character receives.

WILLPOWER: Willpower determines your character’s general willpower, common sense and perceptiveness, and modifies Mind saving throws, as well as numerous skills.

CHARISMA: Charisma determines your character’s force of personality, and modifies his buy/sell price as well as numerous skills.

ASSIGNING ABILITY SCORES: When you create your character, all your ability scores begin at 10. You then receive 14 points to add to your abilities in any way you wish, except that the maximum ability score is 18 (though racial bonuses may raise a score above 18). You may also reduce an ability score below 10 to gain additional points to spend. The minimum ability score is 5 (though racial penalties may lower a score below 5).
ABILITY MODIFIERS: For every two points above 10, an ability score grants a +1 bonus to the things it modifies.

HIT DIE
Each time a character gains a level in a class, his hit points (the amount of damage the character can suffer before he is dead) will increase. This is determined by the character's Hit Die, which varies from class to class: the Mage receives only 1d4 hit points per level, the Thief 1d6 and the Warrior 1d10. The character adds his Vitality bonus or penalty to each Hit Die rolled.

SAVING THROWS
Each character class provides a character with good saving throws and bad ones. At 1st level, choose which saves are good and which are bad for your class. Saving throws allow your character to resist potential hazards and threats. A saving throw is rolled using a d20 and adding your character's save bonus. Each form of attack will have a certain difficulty you'll need to overcome, typically referred to as a difficulty class or DC.

Fortitude Save: Your Fortitude save represents your ability to resist attacks on your general health such as poisons and disease. Your Vitality bonus applies to your Fortitude saving throw.

Reflex Save: Your Reflex save represents your ability to dodge attacks, ducking out of the way of explosions and many spells. Your Dexterity bonus applies to your Reflex saving throw.

Mind Saves: Your Mind save represents your ability to resist being mentally dominated, usually by a spell or monster. Your Willpower bonus applies to your Mind saving throw.
Dwarves

Once among the most powerful races in Antaloor, the Great War has cost the dwarves much and they are now on the decline.

Racial Traits

Abilities Adjustments: +2 Vitality, −2 Charisma

Speed: Dwarf base land speed is 20 feet.

Darkvision: Dwarves can see in the dark up to 60 feet. Darkvision is black and white only, but it is otherwise like normal sight, and dwarves can function just fine with no light at all.

Stonecunning: This ability grants a dwarf a +2 racial bonus on Perception checks to notice unusual stonework, such as sliding walls, stonework traps, new construction (even when built to match the old), unsafe stone surfaces, shaky stone ceilings, and the like. Something that isn’t stone, but that is disguised as stone also counts as unusual stonework. A dwarf who merely comes within 10 feet of unusual stonework can make a Perception check as if he were actively searching, and a dwarf can use the Perception skill to find stonework traps. A dwarf can also intuit depth, sensing his approximate depth underground as naturally as a human can sense which way is up.

Ferocity: A dwarf with his back to the wall is one of the most dangerous opponents one can face. Though their race is on the decline, this serves only to make dwarves more dangerous when facing the end. A dwarf at less than one-half his maximum hit points gains a +2 bonus to attack and damage rolls.
**Groms**

These warlike tribesmen are not as strong as the orcs but are fierce and have a strong attunement to the spiritual realm.

**Racial Traits**

- **Abilities Adjustments:** +2 Willpower, -2 Intelligence
- **Speed:** Grom base speed is 30 ft.
- **Lowlight Vision:** A Grom can see twice as far as a human in starlight, moonlight, torchlight, and similar conditions of poor illumination. He retains the ability to distinguish color and detail under these conditions.
- **Spirituality:** Groms are in touch with their surroundings and the spirit world and gain a +2 bonus to Perception skill checks.

**Humans**

Living in the kingdom of Cathalon, humans have been growing in power since the Great War and are now the dominant race in the world of Antaloor.

**Racial Traits**

- **Speed:** Human base land speed is 30 feet.
- **Bonus Feat:** 1 extra feat at 1st level
- **Bonus Skills:** 1 bonus skill.
Orcs

This proud warrior race was on the losing end of the Great War, losing their god Aziraal and facing potential extinction as the other races hunt them relentlessly.

Racial Traits

Abilities Adjustments: +2 Strength, +2 Vitality, -2 Willpower, -2 Charisma

Speed: Orc base speed is 30 ft.

Darkvision: Orcs can see in the dark up to 60 feet. Darkvision is black and white only, but it is otherwise like normal sight, and orcs can function just fine with no light at all.

Berserking: All orcs can go berserk in battle once per day. While berserk, the orc temporarily gains a +4 bonus to Strength, a +4 bonus to Vitality, and a +2 morale bonus on Mind saves, but he takes a –2 penalty to Armor Class. The increase in Vitality increases the orc’s hit points by 2 points per level, but these hit points go away at the end of the rage when his Vitality score drops back to normal. The orc’s frenzy lasts for 5 rounds though he can end it prematurely if he wishes. At the end of an orc’s frenzy, he is fatigued (-2 penalty on Str and Dex) for the duration of the current combat.
This race fought against the Orcs in the Great War but still cannot earn the trust of the other allied races.

**Racial Traits**

**Abilities Adjustments:** +2 Dexterity, -2 Charisma

**Speed:** Serpent base speed is 30 ft.

**Lowlight Vision:** A Serpent can see twice as far as a human in starlight, moonlight, torchlight, and similar conditions of poor illumination. He retains the ability to distinguish color and detail under these conditions.

**Serpentine Movement:** Serpents gain a +2 bonus on Athletics skill checks.

**Orc Enmity:** Serpents gain a +1 bonus to attack rolls when fighting orcs.

**Scent:** Serpents can detect approaching enemies and track by sense of smell using the Perception skill.
This race is newly arrived to Antaloor and may be the result of a mystical experiment.

Racial Traits

Abilities Adjustments: +2 Strength, +2 Dexterity, -2 Willpower, -2 Charisma

Speed: Trachidis base speed is 30 ft.

Lowlight Vision: A Trachidis can see twice as far as a human in starlight, moonlight, torchlight, and similar conditions of poor illumination. He retains the ability to distinguish color and detail under these conditions.

Save the Queen: Trachidis live to defend the females of their race. If one is threatened, all Trachidis defending her gain a +2 bonus to attack and damage rolls.

Scent: Trachidis can detect approaching enemies and track by sense of smell using the Perception skill.
**Character Skills**

Each character receives a number of skills from his character class, modified by his Intelligence. For example, a Thief with 16 Intelligence (modifier +3) would have 8 skills instead of the usual 5. A Warrior with 8 Intelligence (modifier -1) would have 2 skills instead of the usual 3. The skills character chooses begin with 4 ranks and raise by +1 each level. A character’s skills are always equal to his class level plus three.

**Using Skills:** When you make a skill check, the game master will determine the difficulty of the check before you roll. Rolling a skill check is 1d20 plus your ranks in the skill, plus the relevant ability modifier. Some skills can be used untrained; this means you can make a check in the skill even if you don’t have it as a skill. In this case, since you have no ranks, you roll 1d20 plus the skill ability modifier.

**Sample Difficulties:** Here are some example skill difficulty classes to help the game master determine how hard a skill check should be.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difficulty (DC)</th>
<th>Example (Skill Used)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Easy (0)</td>
<td>Notice someone standing in the open (Perception)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy (5)</td>
<td>Climb a knotted rope (Athletics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average (10)</td>
<td>Hear someone approaching from behind (Perception)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tough (15)</td>
<td>Escape from loosely knotted ropes (Acrobatics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenging (20)</td>
<td>Successfully lie to an observant city guardsman (Persuasion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formidable (25)</td>
<td>Open a locked strongbox (Lockpicking)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heroic (30)</td>
<td>Leap across a 30-foot chasm (Athletics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearly Impossible (40)</td>
<td>Track a group of Orcs across hard ground after a heavy rain (Perception)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill</th>
<th>Ability</th>
<th>Untrained?</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Magic</td>
<td>Will</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acrobatics</td>
<td>Dex</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athletics</td>
<td>Str</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Move or Full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disguise</td>
<td>Cha</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth Magic</td>
<td>Will</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Magic</td>
<td>Will</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intimidate</td>
<td>Cha</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Standard or Full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockpicking</td>
<td>Dex</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necromancy</td>
<td>Will</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception</td>
<td>Will</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persuasion</td>
<td>Cha</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Standard or Full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riding</td>
<td>Dex</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Traps</td>
<td>Int</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sneaking</td>
<td>Dex</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stealing</td>
<td>Dex</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Magic</td>
<td>Will</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Acrobatics (Dexterity):** This skill allows you to keep your balance under difficult conditions, escape from being held, tied up or manacled and allows you to perform other feats of acrobatics such as flips and rolls.

**Air Magic (Will; Trained Only):** This skill determines the maximum spell level of Air spells your character can cast: 1-2 ranks allows the casting of 1<sup>st</sup> level spells, 3-5 ranks allows the casting of 2<sup>nd</sup> level spells, 6-9 ranks allows the casting of 3<sup>rd</sup> level spells, 10-14 ranks allows the casting of 4<sup>th</sup> level spells and 15+ ranks allows the casting of 5<sup>th</sup> level spells.
This skill also determines the potency of your spells. Any time a spell allows the target to make a saving throw, the DC of that saving throw is your Air magic skill plus 10.

**Athletics (Strength):** This skill allows you to climb ropes or walls, jump across long distances or swim under difficult conditions. The DC will be based on the difficulty of the athletic feat (how sheer is the surface being climbed, how far are you jumping, how rough is the water you’re swimming). Usually a new check will be required every few minutes and each additional check increases the DC by +5 until the character has had a chance to rest.

**Disguise (Charisma):** This skill allows you to hide your appearance or even impersonate someone else. The DC of this check is the Perception skill of the person trying to see through your disguise plus 10. If the person trying to see through your disguise knows what you look like, or knows the person you are trying to impersonate, the DC is his Perception skill plus 20.

For example, if you attempted to hide your appearance and slip past an unsuspecting guardsman with a Perception skill of 5, the DC of the Disguise check would be 15. On the other hand, if the same guard was holding a wanted poster with your picture on it, the DC would be 25.

**Earth Magic (Will; Trained Only):** This skill determines the maximum spell level of Earth spells your character can cast: 1-2 ranks allows the casting of 1<sup>st</sup> level spells, 3-5 ranks allows the casting of 2<sup>nd</sup> level spells, 6-9 ranks allows the casting of 3<sup>rd</sup> level spells, 10-14 ranks allows the casting of 4<sup>th</sup> level spells and 15+ ranks allows the casting of 5<sup>th</sup> level spells.
This skill also determines the potency of your spells. Any time a spell allows the target to make a saving throw, the DC of that saving throw is your Earth magic skill plus 10.

**Fire Magic (Will; Trained Only):** This skill determines the maximum spell level of Fire spells your character can cast: 1-2 ranks allows the casting of 1st level spells, 3-5 ranks allows the casting of 2nd level spells, 6-9 ranks allows the casting of 3rd level spells, 10-14 ranks allows the casting of 4th level spells and 15+ ranks allows the casting of 5th level spells.

This skill also determines the potency of your spells. Any time a spell allows the target to make a saving throw, the DC of that saving throw is your Fire magic skill plus 10.

**Intimidate (Charisma):** This skill allows you to frighten another character into doing what you want. It works like Persuasion except that the target of this ability will actively seek to move away from you, or even harm you at your first opportunity. The DC of this skill is the target’s level plus 10 if the target is equal or lower level than you. If the target is higher level than you, the DC is the target’s level plus 20.

**Lockpicking (Dexterity; Trained Only; Requires Tools):** This skill allows you to open locked doors and chests. The better made the lock, the higher the skill difficulty. This skill cannot be used untrained and cannot be used without appropriate lockpicking tools.

**Necromancy (Will; Trained Only):** This skill determines the maximum spell level of Necromancy spells your character can cast: 1-2 ranks allows the casting of 1st level spells, 3-5 ranks allows the casting of 2nd level spells, 6-9 ranks allows the casting of 3rd level spells, 10-14 ranks allows the casting of 4th level spells and 15+ ranks allows the casting of 5th level spells.
This skill also determines the potency of your spells. Any time a spell allows the target to make a saving throw, the DC of that saving throw is your Necromancy skill plus 10.

**Perception (Willpower):** This skill determines how observant your character is. Anytime there is something your character might miss, a check can be made. This skill can be used to appraise the relative value of an item, notice someone sneaking up on you, see through disguises, notice traps or concealed doorways or spot when you’re being lied to. The DC of this skill is either determined normally (if you are attempting to notice a concealed trap or doorway) or based on the skill of the person trying to put one over on you. If someone tries to steal from you the DC is the target’s Stealing plus 10. If someone tries to sneak up on you, the DC is the target’s Sneaking plus 10 and so on.

**Persuasion (Charisma):** This skill allows you to convince someone else that what your character says is true or reasonable. This might mean you are honestly resolving a dispute through diplomacy or arbitration (if you are trying to convince the target of something true) or that you are attempting to lie or con the target (if you are trying to convince the target of something that is not true). The DC of this skill is the target’s Perception skill plus 10. If the target of this ability has previously caught you in a lie or has some other reason to distrust you (such as having previously been attacked by you or you attempting to use the Intimidate skill) this skill DC is the target’s Perception skill plus 20.

**Riding (Dexterity):** You are a skilled horseman. This skill is used when there is some chance of you being thrown from the saddle, or when you are attempting to navigate a narrow or slippery surface on your mount. A failed check always means you are no longer mounted and in some cases might mean your mount falls to the ground as well.
**Set Traps (Intelligence; Trained Only):** This skill is used to set traps and damage your enemies. The damage inflicted by a trap set with this skill is 1d6 points for every 4 ranks. Your skill plus 10 determines the difficulty to detect the trap (using the Perception skill).

**Sneaking (Dexterity):** This skill is used to sneak past someone, or sneak up on them for a surprise attack. Characters wishing to make use of the Death Strike feat will want to take this as a skill. The DC of this check is the target’s Perception plus 10. In some cases the modifier to the target’s Perception skill will be higher (such as when a castle has been alerted that an assassin is on the loose) or lower (such as when a target is especially lazy, asleep or has been lulled into a sense of security through the Persuasion skill).

**Stealing (Dexterity; Trained Only):** This skill is used to steal from someone, such as picking their pocket or cutting their purse. The DC of this check is the target’s Perception plus 10.

**Water Magic (Will; Trained Only):** This skill determines the maximum spell level of Water spells your character can cast: 1-2 ranks allows the casting of 1st level spells, 3-5 ranks allows the casting of 2nd level spells, 6-9 ranks allows the casting of 3rd level spells, 10-14 ranks allows the casting of 4th level spells and 15+ ranks allows the casting of 5th level spells.

This skill also determines the potency of your spells. Any time a spell allows the target to make a saving throw, the DC of that saving throw is your Water magic skill plus 10.
**Character Feats**

As your character rises in level, you will receive feats to enhance his abilities. Each time you gain a feat, you may select any feat from the list below that you meet (or exceed) the prerequisites for. Most feats may only be selected once. If a feat can be taken multiple times, it will be noted in its description.

**Berserking**

**Prerequisite:** Base Combat Bonus +1

You can go berserk like the Orc racial ability of the same name (see races above).

You may take this ability more than once. Each time you select this ability you may either go berserk an additional time each day, or extend the duration of your berserk status by five rounds.

**Burn**

**Prerequisite:** Base Attack Bonus +3

When holding a torch in melee combat, you may choose to shove the torch in your opponent’s face instead of making a melee attack with your weapon. This inflicts 1d8 damage plus your Strength bonus and requires your opponent to make a Fortitude save (DC 15) or be blinded for 1-4 rounds.
You may take this ability more than once. Each time you select this ability your damage with a torch increases by +1, as does the Difficulty of the saving throw against blindness.

**Death strike**
*Prerequisites:* Sneaking 4 ranks.

When you attack a target while sneaking (that has not noticed you) with a knife, you inflict a +2d6 on damage rolls.

**Double Blade**
*Prerequisites:* Base Attack Bonus +5, Dex 15+

When wielding two weapons at once, you gain a +1 bonus to weapon damage. Note that you still suffer the normal -4 penalty to weapon damage from wielding a weapon in each hand (as detailed in the combat section below). This means that you must select this feat four times to inflict normal damage while wielding two weapons. You can take this feat multiple times.

**Duration Booster**
*Prerequisites:* One of the following: Air Magic 4 ranks, Earth Magic 4 ranks, Fire Magic 4 ranks, Necromancy 4 ranks or Water Magic 4 ranks.

Spells with duration are doubled. This spell costs double the normal mana to cast. You can choose to have your spells have the normal duration by not paying the increased mana cost.

If more than one modifier is applied to a spell, they apply as follows: if two boosters are applied to a spell, the cost is tripled, if all three boosters are applied, the cost is quadrupled. If Mana Saver and a booster are applied to a spell, the multiple is reduced by one (x4 to x3, or x2 to normal casting cost).
Evasion

**Prerequisite:** Base Reflex save +3.

If you make a successful Reflex saving throw against an attack that normally deals half damage on a successful save, you instead take no damage. Evasion can be used only if a character is wearing light armor or no armor. If you are helpless, you do not gain the benefit of evasion.

Favored Enemy

You gain a +2 bonus on Bluff, Listen, Sense Motive, Spot, and Survival checks when using these skills against creatures of one type. Likewise, you get a +2 bonus on weapon damage rolls against such creatures. This feat may be selected more than once; each additional selection improves any one favored enemy bonus (including the one just selected) by 2.

Typical favored enemies include: undead, vermin, demons, warriors, thieves and mages.

Greater Death Strike

**Prerequisites:** Sneaking 18 ranks, death strike, improved death strike.

You add +4d6 to your death strike damage.

Greater Multiattack

**Prerequisites:** Base Attack Bonus +16

You may make four melee or ranged attacks in a round. Your first attack is resolved normally, your second attack is at -5 to hit, your third attack is at -10 to hit and your fourth attack is at -15 to hit. This feat only applies to one type of attack, melee or ranged. You may take this feat a second time to apply it to both melee and ranged attacks.
**Improved Evasion**

**Prerequisites:** Base Reflex save +7, evasion.

Your evasion ability improves. You still take no damage on a successful Reflex saving throw against attacks, but henceforth you only take half damage on a failed save. If you are helpless you do not gain the benefit of improved evasion.

**Improved Death Strike**

**Prerequisites:** Sneaking 11 ranks, death strike.

You add +3d6 to your death strike damage.

**Improved Multiattack**

**Prerequisites:** Base Attack Bonus +11

You may make three melee or ranged attacks in a round. Your first attack is resolved normally, your second attack is at -5 to hit and your third attack is at -10 to hit.

This feat only applies to one type of attack, melee or ranged. You may take this feat a second time to apply it to both melee and ranged attacks.

**Knock Down**

**Prerequisites:** Base Attack Bonus +5

When you hit a target by 5 or more than the minimum number needed to hit, the target must make an Acrobatics skill check equal to your attack roll or be knocked prone, losing his next action. For example if your target has an armor class of 15, this ability would activate if your attack roll was 20 or higher. If your attack roll was a modified 20, your opponent would need to make an Acrobatics check of 20 or higher or be knocked prone.
Magic Booster

**Prerequisites:** One of the following: Air Magic 4 ranks, Earth Magic 4 ranks, Fire Magic 4 ranks, Necromancy 4 ranks or Water Magic 4 ranks.

Spells that inflict damage automatically inflict maximum damage. This spell costs double the normal mana to cast. You can choose to have your spells inflict normal damage by not paying the increased mana cost.

If more than one modifier is applied to a spell, they apply as follows: if two boosters are applied to a spell, the cost is tripled, if all three boosters are applied, the cost is quadrupled. If Mana Saver and a booster are applied to a spell, the multiple is reduced by one (x4 to x3, or x2 to normal casting cost).

Mana Saver

**Prerequisites:** One of the following: Air Magic 4 ranks, Earth Magic 4 ranks, Fire Magic 4 ranks, Necromancy 4 ranks or Water Magic 4 ranks.

Your spells costs one-half the normal mana to cast. If more than one modifier is applied to a spell, they apply as follows: if two boosters are applied to a spell, the cost is tripled, if all three boosters are applied, the cost is quadrupled. If Mana Saver and a booster are applied to a spell, the multiple is reduced by one (x4 to x3, or x2 to normal casting cost).

Multiattack

**Prerequisites:** Base Attack Bonus +6

You may make a second melee or ranged attack in a round. Your first attack is resolved normally; your second attack is at -5 to hit.
This feat only applies to one type of attack, melee or ranged. You may take this feat a second time to apply it to both melee and ranged attacks.

**Overdraw**
**Prerequisites:** Base Attack Bonus +5, Str 13+, Dex 13+
When attacking with a bow, your damage is increased by +1. This feat may be selected multiple times.

**Parrying**
**Prerequisite:** Base Attack Bonus +1
Your armor class bonus from a shield is increased by +1. This ability allows you to parry attacks with a weapon held in your left hand as well, granting you a +1 armor class bonus while wielding two weapons at once. You may take this feat multiple times.

**Pull Shield**
**Prerequisites:** Base Attack Bonus +3
When you hit a target by 5 more than the minimum number needed to hit, the target must make a Reflex saving throw equal to your attack roll or drop his shield, losing the armor class bonus it provides. For example if your target has an armor class of 15, this ability would activate if your attack roll was 20 or higher. If your attack roll was a modified 20, your opponent would need to make a Reflex save of 20 or higher or drop his shield. This ability only functions when you are attacking with an axe.

**Smite Enemy**
**Prerequisite:** Favored Enemy
Once per day for each five character levels, you can smite your favored enemy. This attack gains a bonus to hit equal to your Charisma bonus (if any) and a damage bonus equal to your level.
You must declare your use of this feat before your attack roll. If your attack misses, one use of this ability is wasted.

**Stone Skin**
**Prerequisites:** Fortitude Save +7
Each time you suffer damage, that damage is reduced by one point.
You may take this feat multiple times.

**Strong Hand**
**Prerequisites:** Base Attack Bonus +5, Str 15+
Your damage with melee weapons is increased by +1. You may take this feat multiple times.

**Stun**
**Prerequisites:** Base Attack Bonus +5
When you hit a target by 5 more than the minimum number needed to hit, the target must make a Fortitude saving throw equal to your attack roll or be stunned, losing his next action. For example if your target has an armor class of 15, this ability would activate if your attack roll was 20 or higher. If your attack roll was a modified 20, your opponent would need to make a Fortitude save of 20 or higher or be stunned. This ability only functions when you are attacking with a blunt weapon.

**Summoning Aura**
**Prerequisites:** Water Magic 15 ranks.
When you cast a summon spell, you receive two monsters instead of one.

**Summoning Booster**
**Prerequisites:** One of the following: Air Magic 4 ranks, Earth Magic 4 ranks, Fire Magic 4 ranks, Necromancy 4 ranks or Water Magic 4 ranks.
When you summon a creature it has maximum hit points. Normally summoned creatures have average hit points, as listed in the monster description. This spell costs double the normal mana to cast. You can choose to have your summoned monsters have average hit points by not paying the increased mana cost.

If more than one modifier is applied to a spell, they apply as follows: if two boosters are applied to a spell, the cost is tripled, if all three boosters are applied, the cost is quadrupled. If Mana Saver and a booster are applied to a spell, the multiple is reduced by one (x4 to x3, or x2 to normal casting cost).

**Unseat**

**Prerequisites:** Base Attack Bonus +3

When you hit a mounted target by 5 more than the minimum number needed to hit, the target must make a Ride skill check or be dismounted. For example if your target has an armor class of 15, this ability would activate if your attack roll was 20 or higher. If your attack roll was a modified 20, your opponent would need to make a Ride check of 20 or higher or be dismounted. This ability only functions when you are attacking with a Spear, Polearm or Lance.

**Weapon Break**

**Prerequisites:** Base Attack Bonus +5

When you hit a target by 5 more than the minimum number needed to hit, there is a 50% chance one of the weapons the target is wielding will be destroyed (roll 1d6, on a 1-3 the weapon is destroyed). If the weapon is magical, the chance the weapon will be destroyed is reduced to 1 in 6. This ability only functions when you are attacking with a Weapon Breaker dagger.

Note this maneuver is an attack on an opponent’s weapon. If you attack with this maneuver (successful or not) you inflict no damage on your target.
Magic is learned from spell cards. These tiny, fragile objects are scattered all around the world. The information on each spell card is incomplete, so finding more of the same type of card can make the mage’s understanding of that spell more complete, represented by a rise in the spell’s level. A spell’s level represents the character’s understanding of that spell and the higher the spell level, the better the range and damage will be. A higher spell level will also mean that the mana cost to cast the spell is higher. A character can choose to cast a spell at a lower level than his maximum, if he needs to conserve mana.

Casting Spells: To cast a spell, the mage uses a standard action and spends mana. The mana cost of each spell varies as listed below.

Recovering Mana: A caster can recover mana by resting or drinking a mana potion. If the caster rests, he can recover a number of mana each minute equal to his Willpower modifier.

An Example of Spell Casting: Larry has a 4th level Mage with 7 Mana Points for casting spells. He has found three spell cards in his adventures, Fire Bolt twice and Fire Wall. He also has taken the Magic Booster feat. Having already been wounded in a previous encounter, when Larry spots a Reaper in the distance, he doesn’t take any chances. He decides to cast Fire Bolt at level 2 (since he has
found two cards containing the spell). This will have a cost of 2 Mana and inflict 2d4 damage. He also applies his Magic Booster feat. This doubles the Mana cost to four but the spell will inflict 8 points of damage instead of a random amount between 2 and 4.

**Air Magic**

**Level 1 Air Magic**

**Blessing:** Ability Boost: +2 Strength, +10 feet movement, +2 Fortitude saves; Range: Caster; Duration: 3 rounds per spell level; Mana: 1 per spell level

**Heal:** Healing: 1-4 plus 1 per spell level; Range: Touch; Mana: 1 per spell level

**Lightning:** Damage: 1d4 per spell level; Range: 30 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Mana: 1 per spell level; Save (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Air Magic skill)

**Level 2 Air Magic**

**Destroy Undead:** Damage: 1d8 per spell level to undead only; Range: 50 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Mana: 2 per spell level; Save: None

**Push:** Effect: Target is moved back 30 feet per spell level; Range: 50 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Mana: 2 per spell level; Save (for half distance): Fortitude (DC 10 plus the caster’s Air Magic skill)

**Concentration:** Effect: All Air spells are treated as two levels higher in all respects except mana cost; Range: Caster; Duration: 3 rounds per spell level; Mana: 2 per spell level
**Shield of Magic:** *Effect:* Mana points are lost instead of hit points; *Range:* Caster; *Duration:* 1 minute (10 rounds) per spell level; *Mana:* 2 per spell level

**Level 3 Air Magic**

**Lightning Shield:** *Effect:* Anyone close enough to touch you (such as anyone attacking you) suffers 3d6 points of damage per round; your armor class is increased by +5; *Range:* Caster; *Duration:* 1 minute (10 rounds) per spell level; *Mana:* 3 per spell level

**Regeneration:** *Effect:* The target heals a number of hit points each round equal to her Willpower modifier (minimum 1 hit point per round); *Range:* Touch; *Duration:* 10 minutes per spell level; *Mana:* 3 per spell level

**Level 4 Air Magic**

**Aid:** *Effect:* You gain 20 temporary hit points per spell level; these additional hit points are lost first; *Range:* Caster; *Duration:* 1 minute per spell level; *Mana:* 4 per spell level

**Push Wave:** *Effect:* All enemies in a 40-foot circle around you are pushed back 60 feet per spell level; *Range:* 70 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; *Save* (for half distance): Fortitude (DC 10 plus the caster’s Air Magic skill); *Mana:* 4 per spell level

**Level 5 Air Magic**

**Lightning Storm:** *Effect:* Up to 1 target per spell level in front of you (chosen by you) are struck by a lighting bolt from above for 3d8 points of damage per spell level; *Range:* 100 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; *Save* (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Air Magic skill); *Mana:* 5 per spell level
**Strength of God:** Effect: Target’s Strength is increased by 4 points per spell level; **Range:** Touch; **Duration:** 1 hour per spell level; **Mana:** 5 per spell level

---

**Water Magic**

**Level 1 Water Magic**

**Confusion:** Effect: Target’s Dexterity and mana are reduced by -2; **Range:** Touch; **Duration:** 1 round per spell level; **Save** (for no effect): Fortitude (DC 10 plus the caster’s Water Magic skill)

**Icebolt:** **Damage:** 1d4 per spell level; **Range:** 30 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; **Mana:** 1 per spell level; **Save** (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Water Magic skill)

**Summon Reaper:** Effect: You summon a single Reaper who fights under your control; controlling this Reaper requires you to spend a standard action to give it a simple command (attack a target, allow you to ride it and so forth) **Range:** 30 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; **Duration:** 3 rounds per spell level; **Mana:** 1 per spell level

---

**Level 2 Water Magic**

**Freezing Wave:** Effect: All enemies in a 20-foot circle around you suffer 1d6 damage per spell level; **Range:** Caster; **Mana:** 2 per spell level; **Save** (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Water Magic skill)

**Shadow:** Effect: A shadow stretches forth from your hand to paralyze one target, rendering it unable to move or attack; **Range:** 50 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; **Duration:** 3 rounds per spell level; **Save** (for no effect): Fortitude (DC 10 plus the caster’s Water Magic skill)
ICE SHIELD: Effect: Anyone close enough to touch you (such as anyone attacking you) suffers 1d6 points of damage per round; your armor class is increased by +3; Range: Caster; Duration: 1 minute (10 rounds) per spell level; Mana: 2 per spell level

LEVEL 3 WATER MAGIC

ICE RAY: Effect: A ray springs forth from your hand to damage a single target for 2d6 per spell level; Range: 60 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Mana: 3 per spell level; Save (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Water Magic skill)

UNSUMMON: Effect: One summoned creature per spell level is dismissed; Range: 60 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Mana: 3 per spell level

SUMMON GIANT SPIDER: Effect: One Giant Spider arrives to fight under your command. Controlling this Spider requires you to spend a standard action to give it a simple command (attack a target, allow you to ride it and so forth); Range: 60 feet plus 10 feet per level; Duration: 1 minute (10 minutes) per spell level; Mana: 3 per spell level

LEVEL 4 WATER MAGIC

FIRE SHIELD: Effect: This shield will absorb up to 20 points of fire damage per spell level; Range: Caster; Duration: 1 minute (10 rounds) per spell level; Mana: 4 per spell level

SUMMON WYVERN: Effect: One Wyvern arrives to fight under your control. Controlling this Wyvern requires you to spend a standard action to give it a simple command (attack a target, allow you to ride it and so forth); Range: 70 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Duration: 10 minutes per spell level; Mana: 4 per spell level
Level 5 Water Magic

Blizzard: Effect: Up to 1 target per spell level in front of you (chosen by you) are struck by an ice ray for 3d8 points of damage per spell level; Range: 100 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Save (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster's Water Magic skill); Mana: 5 per spell level

Summon Giant Scorpion: Effect: One Giant Scorpion arrives to fight under your control. Controlling this Giant Scorpion requires you to spend a standard action to give it a simple command (attack a target, allow you to ride it and so forth); Range: 100 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Duration: 1 hour per spell level; Mana: 5 per spell level

Fire Magic

Level 1 Fire Magic

Fire Bolt: Damage: 1d4 per spell level; Range: 30 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Mana: 1 per spell level; Save (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster's Fire Magic skill)

Fire Wall: Effect: Puts a wall 10 feet long per spell level at any point you choose within the spell’s range. Anyone passing through this wall suffers 1d6 points of damage per spell level; If you wish you can place this wall in an occupied area, inflicting damage immediately. Range: 30 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Duration: 3 rounds per spell level; Mana: 1 per spell level; Save (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster's Fire Magic skill)

Overpower: Effect: Increases the damage of all damaging spells by +1 point per die for each spell level; Range: Caster; Duration: 2 rounds per spell level; Mana: 1 per spell level
Summon Octogron: Effect: One Octogron arrives to fight under your control. Controlling this Octogron requires you to spend a standard action to give it a simple command (attack a target, allow you to ride it and so forth); Range: 30 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Duration: 3 rounds per spell level; Mana: 1 per spell level

Level 2 Fire Magic

Fireball: Effect: A fireball inflicts 1d6 damage per spell level to all targets within a 10 foot radius per spell level; Range: 40 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Save (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Fire Magic skill); Mana: 2 per spell level

Ring of Fire: Effect: Causes a Wall of Fire to surround you in a circle. Anyone passing through this circle suffers 2d6 points of damage per spell level; Range: 10 foot radius per spell level; Mana: 2 per spell level; Save (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Fire Magic skill)

Flame Shield: Effect: Anyone close enough to touch you (such as anyone attacking you) suffers 1d6 points of damage per round; your armor class is increased by +3; Range: Caster; Duration: 1 minute (10 rounds) per spell level; Mana: 2 per spell level

Level 3 Fire Magic

Fire Spray: Effect: Up to one target per spell level in front of you is hit by a fire bolt, inflicting 1d4 damage per spell level; Range: 50 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Save (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Fire Magic skill); Mana: 3 per spell level

Fire Field: Effect: Up to a 10 foot radius per spell level is set on fire. Anyone in that area suffers 2d6 points of damage per spell level each
round it remains in the area of the spell. **Range:** 50 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; **Duration:** 5 rounds per spell level; **Save** (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Fire Magic skill); **Mana:** 3 per spell level

**Summon Hell Warrior:** **Effect:** One Hell Warrior arrives to fight under your control. Controlling this Hell Warrior requires you to spend a standard action to give it a simple command (attack a target, protect you and so forth); **Range:** 50 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; **Duration:** 1 minute per spell level; **Mana:** 3 per spell level

**Level 4 Fire Magic**

**Fire Wave:** **Effect:** Puts a wall 10 feet long per spell level at any point you choose within the spell’s range. This wall then moves away from you at a speed of 10 feet per round. Anyone passing through this wall suffers 2d6 points of damage per spell level; **Range:** 60 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; **Duration:** 4 rounds per spell level; **Mana:** 4 per spell level; **Save** (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Fire Magic skill)

**Summon Devil:** **Effect:** One Devil arrives to fight under your control. Controlling this Devil requires you to spend a standard action to give it a simple command (attack a target, allow you to ride it and so forth); **Range:** 60 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; **Duration:** 10 minutes per spell level; **Mana:** 4 per spell level

**Level 5 Fire Magic**

**Meteor:** **Effect:** Calls down a giant fireball from above that inflicts 3d8 points of damage per spell level to all targets within a 30 foot radius per spell level; **Range:** 100 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; **Mana:** 5 per spell level; **Save** (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Fire Magic skill)
Summon Hell Master: Effect: One Hell Master arrives to fight under your control. Controlling the Hell Master requires you to spend a standard action to give it a simple command (attack a target, protect you and so forth); Range: 100 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Duration: 1 hour per spell level; Mana: 5 per spell level

Earth Magic

Level 1 Earth Magic

Spikes: Damage: 1d4 per spell level; Range: 30 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Mana: 1 per spell level; Save (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Earth Magic skill)

Chains: Effect: Chains wrap around one opponent per spell level, possibly rendering him immobile. Though targets of this spell can attack, they cannot move. Range: 30 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Mana: 1 per spell level; Save (to ignore the spell effect): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Earth Magic skill)

Iron Skin: Effect: +1 AC per spell level; Range: Caster; Duration: 3 rounds per spell level; Mana: 1 per spell level

Rust Weapons: Effect: -1 weapon damage per spell level; if the weapon’s minimum damage is reduced to zero, it is destroyed; Range: 30 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Mana: 1 per spell level; Save (to ignore the spell effect): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Earth Magic skill)

Level 2 Earth Magic

Magic Hammer: Effect: A hammer appears and inflicts 1d8 damage per spell level to the target; Range: 40 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Save (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Earth Magic skill); Mana: 2 per spell level
**Rust Armor**: Effect: -1 AC bonus from armor per spell level; if the armor’s AC bonus is reduced to zero, it is destroyed; this spell has no effect on nonmetallic armors (such as leather armor); Range: 40 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Mana: 2 per spell level; Save (to ignore the spell effect): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Earth Magic skill)

**Stone Wall**: Effect: Puts a wall 30 feet long per spell level at any point you choose within the spell’s range. Anyone occupying a space where you place the wall is pushed to the far side (opposite you); this wall cannot be moved or attacked through, it must be destroyed or gone around; destroying the wall requires inflicting 30 points of damage per spell level; Range: 50 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Duration: 1 minute per spell level; Mana: 2 per spell level

**Level 3 Earth Magic**

**Adamantium Shield**: Effect: You suffer half damage from all attacks; Range: Caster; Duration: 1 minute (10 rounds) per spell level; Mana: 3 per spell level

**Magic Ivy**: Effect: Spiked vines erupt from the ground, holding one target per spell level immobile and inflicting 1d4 damage per spell level; though targets of this spell can attack, they cannot move. Range: 50 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Mana: 3 per spell level; Save (to ignore the spell effect): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Earth Magic skill)

**Summon Stone Golem**: Effect: One Stone Golem arrives to fight under your control. Controlling this Stone Golem requires you to spend a standard action to give it a simple command (attack a target, protect you and so forth); Range: 50 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Duration: 5 rounds per spell level; Mana: 3 per spell level
Level 4 Earth Magic

Eruption: Effect: Up to a 10 foot radius per spell level erupts violently, spewing lava. Anyone in that area suffers 2d8 points of damage per spell level each round it remains in the area of the spell. Range: 60 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Duration: 5 rounds per spell level; Save (for half damage): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Earth Magic skill); Mana: 4 per spell level

Earth Blessing: Effect: +3 AC per spell level; Range: Caster; Duration: 1 hour per spell level; Mana: 4 per spell level

Summon Iron Golem: Effect: One Iron Golem arrives to fight under your control. Controlling this Iron Golem requires you to spend a standard action to give it a simple command (attack a target, protect you and so forth); Range: 60 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Duration: 1 minute per spell level; Mana: 4 per spell level

Level 5 Earth Magic

Reflecting Shield: Effect: You suffer one-half damage from all attacks; the remaining damage is reflected back on the attacker; Range: Caster; Duration: 1 minute per spell level; Mana: 5 per spell level

Summon Adamantine Golem: Effect: One Adamantine Golem arrives to fight under your control. Controlling this Adamantine Golem requires you to spend a standard action to give it a simple command (attack a target, protect you and so forth); Range: 100 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Duration: 10 minutes per spell level; Mana: 5 per spell level
Level 1 Necromancy

Poison Blade: Effect: Your weapon becomes poisoned, adding an additional 1d6 points of poison damage per spell level to the weapon’s damage; Range: One weapon; Duration: 3 rounds per level; Mana 1 per spell level; Save (for half damage): Fortitude (DC 10 plus the caster’s Necromancy skill)

Corpse Conversion: Effect: You drain one corpse of the last vestiges of its life energy, turning it to dust and healing one living creature or undead 1d8 points of damage plus 1 point per spell level; Range: Touch; Mana: 1 per spell level

Bone Armor: Effect: +1 AC per spell level; Range: Caster; Duration: 3 rounds per spell level; Mana: 1 per spell level

Summon Skeleton: Effect: One Skeleton arrives to fight under your control. Controlling this Skeleton requires you to spend a standard action to give it a simple command (attack a target, protect you and so forth); Range: 30 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Duration: 1 minute per spell level; Mana: 1 per spell level

Level 2 Necromancy

Death Hands: Effect: Skeletal erupt from the ground, holding one target per spell level immobile and inflicting 1d4 damage plus 1 point per spell level; though targets of this spell can attack, they cannot move. Range: 40 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; Mana: 2 per spell level; Save (to ignore the spell effect): Reflex (DC 10 plus the caster’s Necromancy skill)
Poisoned Dart: *Effect:* A poison missile appears and inflicts 1d8 damage per spell level to the target; *Range:* 40 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; *Save* (for half damage): Fortitude (DC 10 plus the caster’s Necromancy skill); *Mana:* 2 per spell level

Poison Shield: *Effect:* Anyone close enough to touch you (such as anyone attacking you) suffers 1d6 points of damage per round; your armor class is increased by +3; *Range:* Caster; *Duration:* 1 minute (10 rounds) per spell level; *Mana:* 2 per spell level

Summon Skeleton Archer: *Effect:* One Skeleton Archer arrives to fight under your control. Controlling this Skeleton Archer requires you to spend a standard action to give it a simple command (attack a target, protect you and so forth); *Range:* 40 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; *Duration:* 10 minutes per spell level; *Mana:* 2 per spell level

Level 3 Necromancy

Poison Cloud: *Effect:* Up to a 10 foot radius per spell level is filled with poison gas. Anyone in that area suffers 2d6 points of damage per spell level each round it remains in the area of the spell. *Range:* 50 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; *Duration:* 5 rounds per spell level; *Save* (for half damage): Fortitude (DC 10 plus the caster’s Necromancy skill); *Mana:* 3 per spell level

Disease: *Effect:* Reduces the target’s Strength and Vitality by 1d4 points plus 1 per spell level; *Range:* 50 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; *Duration:* 1 minute per spell level; *Save* (for no effect): Fortitude (DC 10 plus the caster’s Necromancy skill); *Mana:* 3 per spell level

Leech Aura: *Effect:* You inflict 1d6 points of damage plus 1 per spell level on all creatures within a 20 foot radius around you; you are healed an amount of hit points equal to the total damage inflicted; *Range:*
Caster; Save (for half damage): Fortitude (DC 10 plus the caster’s Necromancy skill); Mana: 3 per spell level

**Level 4 Necromancy**

**Summon Ghoul: Effect:** One Ghoul arrives to fight under your control. Controlling this Ghoul requires you to spend a standard action to give it a simple command (attack a target, protect you and so forth); *Range:* 60 feet plus 10 feet per spell level; *Duration:* 1 hour per spell level; *Mana:* 4 per spell level

**Aura of Death: Effect:** Reduces the Strength and Vitality by 2d6 points plus 1 per spell level of all creatures in a 20 foot radius around you; *Range:* Caster; Save (for half effect): Fortitude (DC 10 plus the caster’s Necromancy skill); *Mana:* 4 per spell level

**Level 5 Necromancy**

**Necro Power: Effect:** You inflict 1d6 points of damage per spell level on the target; you are healed by an equal amount; *Range:* 100 feet plus 10 feet per level; Save (for half effect): Fortitude (DC 10 plus the caster’s Necromancy skill); *Mana:* 5 per spell level
Listed below is some standard equipment to outfit your character for his adventures.

**Starting Money:** All characters begin play with 200 gp.

**Weapons**

All weapons are listed in their weapon groups, along with the typical attributes of that weapon. The cost and damage of individual weapons within their type is listed as well.

**Swords:** Swords are excellent slashing and stabbing weapons especially suited to mounted combat. When attacking with a sword while riding a horse, you gain a +1 bonus to attack rolls. Swords are almost useless against undead. When fighting undead, swords inflict minimum damage.
Short Sword (10 gp; 1d6 damage)
Longsword (15 gp; 1d8 damage)
Saber (20 gp; 1d8 damage): This weapon is even better suited to mounted combat than a typical sword and gains a +1 damage bonus when used while mounted.
Two-Handed Swords (30 gp; 1d10 damage): This is a two-handed weapon and precludes the use of a shield.

Axes: Axes are excellent all-around weapons. Axes are required to use the Pull Shield feat.

Hand Axe (10 gp; 1d6 damage)
Battle Axe (15 gp; 1d8 damage)
Broad Axe (30 gp; 1d10 damage): This is a two-handed weapon and precludes the use of a shield.

Bludgeoning Weapons: These brute force blunt weapons are inexpensive and deadly. Bludgeoning weapons are required to use the Stun feat.

Club (5 gp; 1d6 damage)
Mace (10 gp; 1d8 damage)
Warhammer (20 gp; 1d10 damage): This is a two-handed weapon and precludes the use of a shield.

Magic Staffes: These are the weapons of choice of the mage. Each school of magic has its own staves. If used as a weapon, a staff is treated as a club that only inflicts 1d4 damage. The damage bonus listed applies to damaging spells of the type the staff is geared toward.

Apprentice Staff (20 gp; +1 spell damage)
Journeyman Staff (40 gp; +2 spell damage)
Staff (60 gp; +3 spell damage)
Master Staff (80 gp; +4 spell damage)
HALBERDS: These devastating weapons are required to use the Unseat feat.

Halberd (30 gp; 2d6 damage): This is a two-handed weapon that precludes the use of a shield.

LANCES: These weapons are devastating on horseback and also allow the use of the Unseat feat.

LANCE (20 gp; 1d8 damage): A lance gains a +2 damage bonus when used on horseback.

DAGGERS: While these weapons do not inflict as much damage as other weapons, they allow the use of the Death Strike feat (along with the Sneaking skill) and also the Break Weapon feat (with the special Weapon Breaker dagger).
Dagger (10 gp; 1d4 damage)

Weapon Breaker (40 gp; 1d4 damage): This dagger allows the use of the Weapon Breaker feat when used in the left hand.

Bows: These ranged weapons inflict damage at a long range.

Short Bow (40 gp; 1d6 damage; Range 100 ft.)
Long Bow (80 gp; 1d8 damage; Range 150 ft.)

Magic Weapons

There are many kinds of enchanted weapons a character can discover during his journeys.

Plus Weapons: Some weapons are simply better than average weapons and have a magical bonus of +1 to +5. These bonuses apply to attack rolls made with the weapon as well as damage.

Ability/Skill Modifiers: Not all weapons with a magical bonus grant their bonus to attack and damage rolls. Some weapons grant a bonus to an ability score, a saving throw or even a skill.

Elemental Weapons: Other weapons are infused with one of the four magical elements and inflict one or more additional d6 damage on a successful hit. Sometimes these weapons will inflict even greater damage since some creatures are vulnerable to certain elements.

Combining Weapons: If a character possesses two identical magical weapons, he can combine them, resulting in one stronger weapon. For example a character with two Daggers +1 can combine them, turning them into one Dagger +2. The maximum bonus that a weapon can gain is +5.
Some Sample Magic Weapons

Well-made Short Bow +1: This bow was made by a master craftsman and gains a +1 bonus to attack and damage rolls.

Long Sword +2 of Flame: This sword has a +2 bonus to hit and damage and also inflicts +1d6 fire damage on a successful hit.

Assassins’ Blade: Made for a legendary assassin whose name has been lost, this dagger has a +2 bonus to hit and damage, inflicts an additional +2d6 poison damage on a successful hit and raises the wielder’s Dexterity by +3 when worn or held.

Armor

Armor provides protection to a character, making him harder to hit (and thus resulting in him taking less damage during combat). A character can benefit from one suit of armor and one shield at a time.

- Leather Armor (10 gp; +2 armor class bonus)
- Chain Mail (50 gp; +5 armor class bonus)
- Plate Mail (150 gp; +8 armor class bonus)
- Small Shield (10 gp; +1 armor class bonus)
- Medium Shield (20 gp; +2 armor class bonus)
- Large Shield (30 gp; +3 armor class bonus)

Magic Armor

Just like magical weapons, a character can find armor with magical bonuses, increasing the armor class bonus by an amount equal to the magical bonus. Armor can also grant skill and ability bonuses, as well as bonuses to saving throws or even outright immunity to certain elements.
Some Sample Magic Armors

Assassins’ Leathers: This suit of +1 Leather Armor seems to drink the light and sound made by the character and grants a +6 bonus to Sneaking skill checks.

Blacksmith’s Mail: This well made suit of chain mail grants an additional +2 armor bonus. It also grants the wearer a +2 bonus to Strength, and a +2 bonus to all saving throws against fire attacks.

Potions

Potions can help a character recover hit points or mana much faster than he could by resting.

**Minor Health Potion** (50 GP; 1d6 hit points plus the Vitality modifier of the character drinking the potion healed)

**Health Potion** (100 GP; 2d6 hit points plus the Vitality modifier of the character drinking the potion healed)

**Major Health Potion** (150 GP; 3d6 hit points plus the Vitality modifier of the character drinking the potion healed)

**Minor Mana Potion** (50 GP; 1d6 mana points plus the Willpower modifier of the character drinking the potion recovered)

**Mana Potion** (100 GP; 2d6 mana points plus the Willpower modifier of the character drinking the potion recovered)

**Major Mana Potion** (150 GP; 3d6 hit points plus the Willpower modifier of the character drinking the potion recovered)
- Guilds -

**Guild Reputation**

A character gains reputation by performing quests for one of Antaloor’s many guilds. As a character’s reputation with a guild rises, he can claim more benefits from that guild as detailed below. A character’s reputation will vary from guild to guild, depending on how dedicated the character is to advancing the interests of that particular organization.

**Gaining Reputation:** Performing a minor quest for a guild will raise a character’s reputation by $\frac{1}{2}$ point. Performing a major quest for a guild will raise a character’s reputation a full point. While $\frac{1}{2}$ points of reputation doesn’t help your character, they add up.

**Effects of Reputation**

**Buying and Selling:** For every point of reputation a character has with a guild, he gains a bonus when trading with them equal to 5% times the character’s reputation. For example, a character with a +3 reputation with the Warrior’s Guild could sell items for 15% more than normal and buy them for 15% less than normal (5% times 3).

**Contacts:** For every two points of reputation a character has with a guild, he can claim a contact with that guild. Contacts can grant a character access to a skilled guild member.

The characters contact has a skill level equal to three times the character’s reputation with the guild. For example a character with a reputation of +4 could gain access to two contacts with 12 skill ranks in one skill each. The skills available for a contact are determined by the guild and are listed below.

A contact will accompany a character for a short time but will not engage in combat for the character. For example a character with a contact in the Warrior’s Guild might get a contact to come along as
a show of force to get into a private club (using the Intimidate skill) but if it comes to blows, the character’s contact will quietly depart.

All benefits for reputation are cumulative. For example a character with a +6 reputation with the Warrior’s Guild would sell at +30% buy at -30% and have three skill contacts.

**Known Guilds:** Listed below are the most commonly known guilds. The game master can make other guilds, possibly secret ones the players will have to discover as they adventure.

**Warrior’s Guild**  
**Contact Skills:** Athletics, Intimidate, Riding

**Thieves’ Guild**  
**Contact Skills:** Persuasion, Lockpicking, Sneaking

**Merchants’ Guild**  
**Contact Skills:** Perception, Persuasion, Riding

**Mages Guild**  
**Contact Skills:** All magic skills except Necromancy

**Necromancers**  
**Contact Skills:** Intimidate, Necromancy
This section describes how your character moves and how he fights. These are done with actions, which take place in rounds, a handy way for you to keep track of time when playing the game on the tabletop.
Rounds vs. Time

In most circumstances you will track time in the game just as we do in the real world, with minutes, hours and days. Time in the game tends to pass much faster when things are at a slow pace. For example a character might travel to an inn to rest and recover. In this case several hours in the game could pass in a few seconds of real time (assuming the character’s stay at the inn is uneventful).

When events kick into high gear (usually combat), time is tracked in a much more exact way, called rounds. A round is 6 seconds, meaning there are ten rounds in a minute. During a round a character can take one standard action and one move action, two move actions, or one full action. What can be done in each of these actions is described below.

Types of Actions

Standard: Just as the name implies, a standard action is one in which a character attacks, casts a spell, moves a distance equal to his movement or uses a skill.

Move: A move action is a more limited type of action. During a move action a character can move a distance equal to his movement or use certain skills.

Full: A full action takes the character’s entire round, limiting his options. However there are things a character can do during a full action he can’t do any other way, including perform multiple attacks.
Combat

Life in a fantasy game is tough. It seems like there’s always something around the next corner, or in the next room of the dungeon trying to kill you. Combat is where these life or death struggles happen. Combat is always tracked in rounds (described above) since the passage of time and determining who does what (and when) is always vitally important in such situations.

Combat Sequence:

1. All characters roll initiative (player characters and game master characters).

2. Each character takes an action, as described above.

Double Weapon Attacks: Unless a character has taken one of the Multiattack feats, he cannot normally attack more than once per round. An exception to this rule is when a character wields a weapon in each hand. This allows the character to attack one additional time each round with no penalty to hit. However the character’s damage is reduced by -4 points with each weapon. If a character hits he will always inflict at least one point of damage.

Initiative: At the start of combat, each character (both those controlled by players and those controlled by the game master including monsters) rolls initiative on a d20 plus the character’s Dexterity modifier. Characters go in order, from higher to lower.

Initiative = d20 + Dexterity modifier
**ATTACK ROLLS:** When a character attacks an opponent, he rolls a d20 plus his base attack bonus plus any modifiers (Strength bonuses for melee combat, Dexterity bonuses for ranged combat) to attempt to hit. The target for this roll is equal to the Armor Class of the opponent.

For example, Scott is playing a 5th level Warrior, with a total attack bonus of +8, through a combination of his Base Attack Bonus (+5), his Strength modifier (+2) and the bonus of the magical weapon he carries (+1). He encounters a Ghoul, a creature with an Armor Class of 17. This means Scott needs to roll a 9 or higher on 1d20 to hit the creature.

**ATTACK ROLL=d20 + base attack bonus + modifiers**

**DAMAGE, DEATH AND HEALING:** When a character is hit, he suffers damage according to the weapon or spell that attacked him. These are deducted from the character’s hit points. A character can heal by resting, taking potions, or the help of a friendly spellcaster to cast a healing spell. If a character is resting, he regains a number of hit points every 10 minutes equal to his Vitality modifier (minimum 1).

If a character is reduced to 0 hit points, he is dead. If the character’s body is transported to a friendly temple, he will be brought back from the dead.

**EXPERIENCE**

One of the best things about a role-playing game is watching your character grow and develop. Experience points are how that happens. To gain a level, your character needs to earn a certain amount of experience. You gain XP for killing monsters, performing quests, solving puzzles and so forth.
Defeating a monster is worth 100 XP times the monster's Challenge Rating. This is listed in the monster tables below. Challenge Rating (CR) is a general measure of how powerful a monster is. If you fight another character, its Challenge Rating is equal to its level. If the creature’s Challenge Rating is higher than your level, this award is doubled (200 XP times CR). If the creature’s Challenge Rating is lower than your level, this award is cut in half (50 XP times CR).

You can also earn experience for other things. Successfully performing a minor quest is worth 100 XP, a moderate quest 250 XP and a major quest 500 XP. Solving an easy puzzle is worth 50 XP, a moderate puzzle 125 XP and a fiendish puzzle 250 XP.

If more than one character kills a monster or solve a puzzle, the XP award is divided among them.
These are some of the more common monsters characters will encounter.

**DEMON**

**Medium Outsider**

**Hit Dice:** 12d8+36 (90 hit points)

**Initiative:** +0

**Speed:** 20 ft.

**Armor Class:** 16 (+6 natural)

**Base Attack:** +12

**Attack:** Claw +14 melee (1d8+2 plus 1d6 hellfire)

**Full Attack:** Claw +14 melee (1d8+2 plus 1d6 hellfire)

**Special Attacks:** None

**Special Qualities:**

- Darkvision 60 ft.

**Saves:** Fort: +11, Ref: +8, Will: +8

**Abilities:** Str 14, Dex 10, Vit 16, Int 8, Will 10, Cha 12

**Skills:** Athletics +17, Persuasion +16

**Environment:** Any

**Organization:** Solitary

**Challenge Rating:** 7

**Monster Traits**

**Description:** These devils are a good combination of guile and power.

**Combat:** The devil uses its sharp claws to kill its prey.
**Ghoul**

Medium Undead
Hit Dice: 7d12+3 (48 hit points)
Initiative: +3
Speed: 30 ft.
Armor Class: 17 (+3 Dexterity, +4 Natural)
Base Attack: +3
Attack: Bite +6 melee (1d8+3 plus paralysis)
Full Attack: Bite +6 melee (1d8+3 plus paralysis) and 2 claws +4 melee (1d4+1 plus paralysis)
Special Attacks: Ghoul Fever, Paralysis, Stench
Special Qualities: Darkvision 60 ft.
Saves: Fort: +2 Ref: +5 Will: +7
Abilities: Str 17, Dex 17, Vit --, Int 13, Will 14, Cha 16
Skills: Athletics +13, Perception +12, Sneaking +13
Environment: Any
Organization: Solitary or pack (2-4)
Challenge Rating: 5

**Monster Traits**

Description: These foul, plague-bearing cannibals are often found in the service of powerful necromancers.
COMBAT: In combat, a ghoul can attack multiple times each round with little penalty. Its claws and bite have a chance to paralyze its target, while its bite spreads a loathsome plague.

GHOUL FEVER: This disease prevents the target’s wounds from healing naturally. Every day the infection remains, the target loses 2d6 additional hit points (this damage, like all the infected character’s damage, does not heal without magical assistance). Any creature bitten by a ghoul must make a Fortitude saving throw (DC 17) or become infected.

PARALYSIS: Those struck by a ghoul’s claws or bite must make a Fortitude save (DC 17) or be paralyzed (unable to move or attack) for 1d4+1 rounds.

STENCH: The ghoul reeks of death. Any living creature within 10 feet must make a Fortitude saving throw (DC 15) or be sickened for 1d6+4 minutes. A sickened creature takes a -2 on all checks (attack rolls, saving throws, skill checks, etc). A creature that saves is immune to the ghoul’s stench for 24 hours.

Undead: Ghouls are not living creatures. As such they cannot be healed naturally and are unaffected by paralysis, poison, and disease. Undead are also immune to any effect resisted with a Fortitude saving throw. The only magical method to heal an undead is the necromancer’s Corpse Conversion spell.
Golem, Adamantite

Large Construct
Hit Dice: 25d10+30 (167 hit points)
Initiative: -1
Speed: 20 ft.
Armor Class: 38 (-1 size, -1 Dex, +30 natural)
Base Attack: +18
Attack: Slam +28 melee (3d10+11)
Full Attack: 2 slams +28 melee (3d10+11)
Special Attacks: None
Special Qualities: Construct, Darkvision 60 ft.
Saves: Fort: +6 Ref: +5 Will: +6
Abilities: Str 33, Dex 9, Vit ---, Int ---, Will 11, Cha 1
Skills: None
Environment: Any
Organization: Solitary or group (2-4)
Challenge Rating: 13

Description: An adamantite statue brought to life.

Combat: The adamantite golem attacks simply, using its enormous strength to its best advantage.

Construct: Golems are not living creatures. As such they cannot be healed naturally and are unaffected by paralysis, poison, and disease. Constructs are also immune to any effect resisted with a Fortitude saving throw. The only magical method to heal a golem is the earth mage's Iron Skin spell.
Golem, Iron

Large Construct
Hit Dice: 18d10+30 (129 hit points)
Initiative: -1
Speed: 20 ft.
Armor Class: 30 (-1 size, -1 Dex, +22 natural)
Base Attack: +12
Attack: Slam +23 melee (2d10+11)
Full Attack: 2 slams +23 melee (2d10+11)
Special Attacks: None
Special Qualities: Construct, Darkvision 60 ft.
Saves: Fort+: +6 Ref+: +5 Will+: +6
Abilities: Str 33, Dex 9, Vit --, Int --, Will 11, Cha 1
Skills: None
Environment: Any
Organization: Solitary or group (2-4)
Challenge Rating: 11

Description: An iron stature brought to life.

Combat: The iron golem attacks simply, using its enormous strength to its best advantage.

Construct: Golems are not living creatures. As such they cannot be healed naturally and are unaffected by paralysis, poison, and disease. Constructs are also immune to any effect resisted with a Fortitude saving throw. The only magical method to heal a golem is the earth mage’s Iron Skin spell.
Golem, Stone

**Large Construct**

Hit Dice: 14d10+30 (107 hit points)

Initiative: -1

Speed: 20 ft.

Armor Class: 26 (-1 Size, -1 Dex, +18 natural)

Base Attack: +10

Attack: Slam +18 melee (2d10+9)

Full Attack: 2 Slams +18 melee (2d10+9)

Special Attacks: None

Special Qualities: Construct, Darkvision 60 ft.

Saves: Fort +4, Ref +3, Will +4

Abilities: Str 29, Dex 9, Vit ---, Int ---, Will 11, Cha 1

Skills: None

Environment: Any

Organization: Solitary or group (2-4)

Challenge Rating: 10

**Monster Traits**

**Description:** These enormous creatures are stone given life.

**Combat:** The stone golem attacks with brute strength.

**Construct:** Golems are not living creatures. As such they cannot be healed naturally and are unaffected by paralysis, poison, and disease. Constructs are also immune to any effect resisted with a Fortitude saving throw. The only magical method to heal a golem is the earth mage’s Iron Skin spell.
Medium Outsider
Hit Dice: 6d8+12 (39 hit points)
Initiative: +1
Speed: 30 ft.
Armor Class: 19 (+1 Dex, +5 Chain Mail, +3 Large Shield)
Base Attack: +6
Attack: Sword +8 melee (1d8+2)
Full Attack: Sword +8 melee (1d8+2)
Special Attacks: None
Special Qualities: Darkvision 60 ft.
Saves: Fort: +7, Ref: +6, Will: +6
Abilities: Str 14, Dex 13, Vit 15, Int 10, Will 12, Cha 10
Skills: Athletics +11, Fire Magic +10, Intimidate +9
Environment: Any
Organization: Solitary or Squad (3-6)
Challenge Rating: 4

Monster Traits

Description: It is rumored these warriors are actually footsoldiers in Hell’s armies.

Combat: Hell Warriors fight with sword and shield.
Medium Outsider
Hit Dice: 18d8+54 (135 hit points)
Initiative: +2
Speed: 30 ft.
Armor Class: 23 (+2 Dex, +8 Plate Mail, +3 Large Shield)
Base Attack: +18
Attack: Sword +20 melee (1d8+8 plus 2d6 Hellfire)
Full Attack: 2 Sword attacks +20 melee (1d8+8 plus 2d6 Hellfire)
Special Attacks: None
Special Qualities: Darkvision 60 ft.
Saves: Fort: +14, Ref: +13, Will: +13
Abilities: Str 16, Dex 15, Vit 17, Int 10, Will 14, Cha 13
Skills: Athletics +24, Fire Magic +23, Intimidate +22
Environment: Any
Organization: Solitary or Squad (3-6)
Challenge Rating: 9

**Monster Traits**

**Description:** It is said these are generals in Hell’s armies.

**Combat:** Hell Masters fight with sword and shield.
Octogron

Medium Outsider
Hit Dice: 2d8+2 (11 hit points)
Initiative: +0
Speed: 40 ft.
Armor Class: 13 (+3 natural)
Base Attack: +2
Attack: Bite +3 melee (1d8+1)
Full Attack: Bite +3 melee (1d8+1)
Special Attacks: None
Special Qualities: Darkvision 60 ft.
Saves: Fort: +4, Ref: +3, Will: +2
Abilities: Str 13, Dex 11, Vit 12, Int 10, Will 9, Cha 8
Skills: Perception +5
Environment: Any
Organization: Solitary or pack (2-4)
Challenge Rating: ½

Monster Traits

Description: These creatures are often used as cannon fodder by fire mages and demons.

Combat: Octogron attack by biting their target.
**Reapers**

*Medium Aberration*

Hit Dice: 4d8+12 (34 hit points)

Initiative: +1

Speed: 30 ft.

Armor Class: 13 (+0 Size, +1 Dex, +2 natural)

Base Attack: +3

Attack: Claws +5 melee (1d8+2)

Full Attack: Claws +5 melee (1d8+2)

Special Attacks: None

Special Qualities: Darkvision 60 ft.

Saves: Fort: +4 Ref: +2 Will: +4

Abilities: Str 14, Dex 12, Vit 16, Int 6, Will 12, Cha 4

Skills: Perception +8

Environment: Any

Organization: Packs (2-16)

Challenge Rating: 2

**Monster Traits**

Description: Reapers come in a huge variety but are usually not dangerous unless encountered in large numbers.

Combat: A reaper attacks by slashing with its sharp claws. If the game master wishes, a reaper can have one or more of the following abilities. The game master can draw further abilities from the game or even make them up himself.

HammerTail: melee damage is increased to 2d8

Plate: natural armor is increased to +5

Runner: Speed increased to 60 ft.
Scorpion, Giant

Gargantuan Vermin
Hit Dice: 20d8+60 (150 hit points)
Initiative: +0
Speed: 50 ft.
Armor Class: 24 (-4 Size, +18 natural)
Base Attack: +15
Attack: Claw +21 melee (2d6+10)
Full Attack: 2 claws +21 melee (2d6+10) and sting +16 melee (2d6+5 plus 4d6 poison)
Special Attacks: Constrict, poison
Special Qualities: Vermin, Darkvision 60 ft.
 Saves: Fort: +15, Ref: +6, Will: +6
Abilities: Str 31, Dex 10, Vit 16, Int --, Will 10, Cha 2
Skills: Athletics +33, Perception +23
Environment: Desert
Organization: Solitary
Challenge Rating: 10

Description: An enormous desert monstrosity.

Combat: A giant scorpion attacks primarily with its claws, attempting to grab and hold its target so it can deliver a lethal sting.

Constrict: A scorpion that hits with a claw attack has grabbed its target. Escaping from a scorpion’s claw requires a contest of strength (the target must roll a d20+ Strength modifier and exceed a DC of 20 to escape). Alternately the target may use the Acrobatics skill to escape (though the DC is the same).
Poison: A scorpion’s sting inflicts 4d6 poison damage in addition to the damage of the stinger itself. A Fortitude save (DC 18) reduces this damage by half.

Vermin: Vermin are mindless and immune to all spells and skills that affect the mind (such as Persuasion, Intimidate and so forth).

**Skeleton**

Medium Undead
Hit Dice: 2d12 (13 hit points)
Initiative: +1
Speed: 30 ft.
Armor Class: 15 (+1 Dex, +2 natural, +2 medium shield)
Base Attack: +1
Attack: Hand Axe +3 melee (1d6+2)
Full Attack: Hand Axe +3 melee (1d6+2)
Special Attacks: None
Special Qualities: Undead, Darkvision 60 ft.
Saves: Fort: +0, Ref: +1, Will: +3
Abilities: Str 14, Dex 13, Vit --, Int --, Will 10, Cha 1
Skills: None
Environment: Any
Organization: Solitary or pack (2-4)
Challenge Rating: ½

**Monster Traits**

Description: These unfortunate soldiers are forever fighting their last battle.

Combat: A skeleton attacks with weapons just like a character.
Undead: Skeletons are not living creatures. As such they cannot be healed naturally and are unaffected by paralysis, poison, and disease. Undead are also immune to any effect resisted with a Fortitude saving throw. The only magical method to heal an undead is the necromancer’s Corpse Conversion spell.

Skeleton, Archer

Medium Undead
Hit Dice: 3d12 (19 hit points)
Initiative: +2
Speed: 30 ft.
Armor Class: 14 (+2 Dex, +2 natural)
Base Attack: +1
Attack: Bow +3 ranged (1d8+2)
Full Attack: Bow +3 ranged (1d8+2)
Special Attacks: None
Special Qualities: Undead, Darkvision 60 ft.
Saves: Fort: +1, Ref: +3, Will: +3
Abilities: Str 14, Dex 14, Vit ---, Int ---, Will 10, Cha 1
Skills: None
Environment: Any
Organization: Solitary or pack (2-4)
Challenge Rating: ½
Huge Vermin
Hit Dice: 8d8+16 (52 hit points)
Initiative: +3
Speed: 30 ft. Climb 20 ft.
Armor Class: 16 (-2 Size, +3 Dex, +5 natural)
Base Attack: +6
Attack: Bite +9 melee (2d6+6 plus 2d6 poison)
Full Attack: Bite +9 melee (2d6+6 plus 2d6 poison)
Special Attacks: Poison, web
Special Qualities: Vermin, Darkvision 60 ft.
Saves: Fort: +8, Ref: +5, Will: +2
Abilities: Str 19, Dex 17, Vit 14, Int ---, Will 10, Cha 2
Skills: Athletics +15, Perception +11, Set Traps +11
Environment: Temperate Forests
Organization: Solitary or colony (2-5)
Challenge Rating: 5
**Assistant: These enormous spiders are web-dwellers and hunters, just like their smaller cousins.

**Combat:** A spider attempts to snare prey in its web, then finish it off with a poisonous bite.

**Poison:** A spider’s bite inflicts 2d6 poison damage in addition to the damage from the bite itself. A Fortitude save (DC 17) will reduce this damage by half.

**Web:** A spider can throw a web up to eight times per day and frequently uses its webs to set traps (with the Set Traps skill). If a spider throws a web it must hit the target with an attack at +9. If the web is a trap the target must stumble into its area without detecting it. Either way, once a target has come into contact with a web, it cannot move or attack until it escapes, with a Strength check or an Acrobatics check. In either case the DC is 20.

**Vermin:** Vermin are mindless and immune to all spells and skills that affect the mind (such as Persuasion, Intimidate and so forth).
Wyvern

Large Dragon
Hit Dice: 7d12+14 (59 hit points)
Initiative: +1
Speed: 20 ft., fly 60 ft.
Armor Class: 18 (-1 Size, +1
    Dex, +8 natural)
Base Attack: +7
Attack: Sting +10 melee
    (1d6+4 plus 2d6 poison) or
    bite +10 melee (2d8+4)
Full Attack: Sting +10 melee
    (1d6+4 plus 2d6 poison) and
    bite +10 melee (2d8+4)
Special Attacks: Poison
Special Qualities: Darkvision 60 ft., low-light vision, scent
Saves: Fort: +7 Ref: +6 Will: +6
Abilities: Str 19, Dex 12, Vit 15, Int 2, Will 12, Cha 9
Skills: Intimidate +9, Perception +11
Environment: Any
Organization: Solitary, pair or flight (3-6)
Challenge Rating: 6

Monster Traits

Description: The Wyvern is a large dragon that is appearing in larger numbers of late.

Combat: A Wyvern attacks with a poison stinger or a vicious bite. A Wyvern’s stinger inflicts 2d6 poison damage in addition to the stinger damage. A Fortitude save (DC 17) will reduce the poison damage by one-half.
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1. Definitions: (a) “Contributors” means the copyright and/or trademark owners who have contributed Open Game Content; (b) “Derivative Material” means copyrighted material including derivative works and translations (including into other computer languages), potation, modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade, improvement, compilation, abridgment or other form in which an existing work may be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute” means to reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display, transmit or otherwise distribute; (d) “Open Game Content” means the game mechanic and includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to the extent such content does not embody the Product Identity and is an enhancement over the prior art and any additional content clearly identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and means any work covered by this License, including translations and derivative works under copyright law, but specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) “Product Identity” means product and product line names, logos and identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters; stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual or audio representations; names and descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments, personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special abilities; places, locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark or registered trademark clearly identified as Product Identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which specifically excludes Product Identity that you distribute; (f) “Trademark” means the logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to identify itself or its products or the associated products contributed to the Open Game License by the Contributor; (g) “Use”, “Used” or “Using” means to use this License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains a notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only be Used under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added to or subtracted from this License except as described by the License itself. No other terms or conditions may be applied to any Open Game Content distributed using this License.

3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your acceptance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.

5. Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your Contributions are Your original creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this License to include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, and You must add the title, the copyright date, and the copyright holder’s name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of each element of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content except as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product Identity.
8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated versions of this License. You may use any authorized version of this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under any version of this License.

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy of the Open Game Content You Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have written permission from the Contributor to do so.

12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open Game Material so affected.

13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.

14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0a Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.

System Reference Document, Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc., Authors Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, based on original material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.


Blue Rose, Copyright 2005, Green Ronin Publishing; Authors Jeremy Crawford, Dawn Elliot, Steve Kenson, Alejandro Melchoir, and John Sneed.

Monte Cook Presents: Iron Heroes, Copyright 2005, Monte J. Cook. All rights reserved.

Mutants & Masterminds, Copyright 2002, Green Ronin Publishing; Author Steve Kenson.

The Psychic’s Handbook, Copyright 2004, Green Ronin Publishing; Author Steve Kenson.


True20 Adventure Roleplaying, Copyright 2005, Green Ronin Publishing; Author Steve Kenson.

Caliphate Nights, Copyright 2006, Paradigm Concepts; Author Aaron Infante-Levy

Lux Aeternum, Copyright 2006, BlackWyrm Games; Author Ryan Wolfe, with Dave Mattingly, Aaron Sullivan, and Derrick Thomas.

Mecha vs. Kaiju, Copyright 2006, Big Finger Games; Author Johnathan Wright

Borrowed Time, Copyright 2006, Golden Elm Media; Authors Bruce Baugh and David Bolack

Swords of Our Fathers, Copyright 2003 Game Mechanics Mutants and Masterminds, Copyright 2002, Green Ronin Publishing

Unearthed Arcana, Copyright 2004 Wizards of the Coast; Andy Collins, Jesse Decker, Davod Noonan, Rich Redman

Two Worlds Tabletop RPG, Copyright 2007 TopWare Interactive Inc, Authors Charles Rice and Chris Davis

DESIGNATION OF OPEN GAMING CONTENT

Designation of Product Identity: The following terms are designated as product identity as outlined in section 1(a) of the Open Gaming License: Two Worlds, Antaloor, Octogron, Hell Warrior, Hell Master, the Great War, Groms, Trachidis, Cathalon, Reapers.

Designation of Open Gaming Content: The following sections of the Two Worlds TableTop RPG are designated as open gaming content except for terms defined as product identity above. All illustrations, pictures, and diagrams are Product identity and property of TopWare Interactive Inc.

Introduction: all is closed content.

Creating a Character: all is closed content. Classes: text is open content.

Races: race names and descriptions are closed content. Racial Traits are open content.

Skills: text is open content.

Feats: text is open content.

Magic: text is open content.

Equipment: text is open content.

Guilds: text is open content.

Playing the game: text is open content.

Monsters: monster names and descriptions are closed content. Monster Traits are open content.